
WEEK 5 FYIs: You have an informational passage to read this week and questions ONE 
through NINE to answer. Make sure you are reading the entire question and then make 
sure you are answering ALL PARTS of each question.  
 
1. ONE question BUT you are directed to cite SEVERAL pieces of textual evidence -- 
shoot for at least THREE. 
 
2. THREE-PART QUESTION  -- Make an inference AND cite textual evidence that 
supports your inference AND highlight words (notice “words” is plural) that supports 
your inference as well. 
 
3. ONE-PART question BUT when you are making an analysis you have to include more 
than just a thought or two. Shoot for a three-sentence response. 
 
4. TWO-PARTS -- pick the best product AND explain your reasoning. In that 
explanation, you shouldn’t just write “Because this is the best one.” Instead, in your 
answer, explain what your pick has that makes it the best product.  
 
5. TWO-PART QUESTION -- Summarize Ms. Walker’s contributions AND highlight 
sentences from the text that support your summarization. So what THINGS (plural) is 
she best known for? Then, highlight at least three sentences that support your answer.  
 
6. TWO-PART QUESTION -- Answer the question AND then provide a plausible 
speculation (meaning explain your answer to the first part of the question by using 
actual textual evidence to support your opinion).  
 
7. TWO-PART QUESTION -- Determine the meaning of the term given AND give 
context clues from the text that support your answer.  
 
8. SO MANY PARTS -- Create a product line AND give your product a name AND 
explain its benefits AND explain how you would go about selling your product. 
 
9. ONE QUESTION/FIVE SENTENCES THOUGH -- Come up with five sentences in 
chronological order that best highlight Ms. Walker’s life and her accomplishments.  
 

 

THERE SHOULD BE NO ONE-WORD ANSWERS!!!  
 
 

As always, I am an email away if you need me! Let me know how I can help you!! 


